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Bio

CURRENT ROLE AT STANFORD
Associate Dean for Knowledge Management, Director of Lane Medical Library & Knowledge Management Center

Our Mission is to enable biomedical discovery by connecting people with knowledge. Through innovative means, we create, acquire, deliver and integrate knowledge to support excellence in research, education, and patient care.

EDUCATION AND CERTIFICATIONS

- AHIP, Medical Library Association, Distinguished Member of the Academy of Health Information Professionals (2003)
- MLA, Stanford University, History of Medicine (2003)
- MLS, University of Washington, Library and Information Science (1993)
- BA, University of California, San Diego, Art History & Criticism (1989)

LINKS

- Lane Medical Library & Knowledge Management Center: http://lane.stanford.edu

Publications

PUBLICATIONS

  Zipperer, L., Eblen Townsend, K., Heilemann, H. Gower, 2014

- Influence of the Casserius Tables on fetal anatomy illustration and how we envision the unborn JOURNAL OF THE MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
  Heilemann, H. A.
  2011; 99 (1): 23-30

- SmartSearch: automated recommendations using librarian expertise and the National Center for Biotechnology Information's Entrez Programming Utilities JOURNAL OF THE MEDICAL LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
  Steinberg, R. M., Zwies, R., Yates, C., Stave, C., Pouliot, Y., Heilemann, H. A.
• Laneconnex: an Integrated Biomedical Digital Library Interface *Information Technology and Libraries*
  Ketchell, D., Steinberg, RM; Yates, CE; Heileman, HA
  2008; 28 (1): 29-37

PRESENTATIONS
• Embedding Clinical Tools into the Clinical Culture at Stanford - Annual Meeting of the Medical Library Association (5/15/2011)